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Abstract Designing privacy preserving authentication pro-
tocols for massively deployed Radio Frequency IDentifica-
tion (RFID) systems is a real world challenge that have drawn
significant attention from RFID community. This interest
yields considerable amount of proposals targeting to over-
come the main bottleneck (i.e. the exhaustive search over the
list of all tag entries) which appears in the back-end data-
base for large-scale RFID tag deployments. A class of these
proposals contains RFID protocols where the server authen-
ticates the tag in a negligible constant/sub-linear time for a
more frequent normal state and needs a linear search in a rare
abnormal states. In this study, however, we show that such
protocols having unbalanced states are subject to side-chan-
nel attacks and do not preserve the RFID privacy. To illustrate
this brutal security flaw, we conduct our analysis on different
RFID protocols.
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Introduction

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology is the
main drive behind the pervasive computing and has been
applied in various fields such as supply-chain management,
inventory monitoring, payment systems, automobile immo-
bilizers, and medical management. Because of its low pro-
duction costs and tiny size, RFID gadgets are considered as
a replacement technology for bar codes and other means of
traditional identification tools.

Typically, an RFID system incorporates three compo-
nents: Tags, one or more readers, and a back-end server.
On top this hardware, a set of networking rules including
the authentication protocols reside. Despite their advantages,
RFID systems have some computational constraints mostly
driven by the cost concerns of low-cost RFID tags. It ham-
pers use of public key cryptography and only permits to have
security schemes based on symmetric key primitives at the
tag side. Indeed, this fact makes design of a fully privacy-
preserving authentication protocol as a challenging task.
Solving this delicate task has taken attention from secu-
rity community and numerous authentication protocols
have been proposed like in Ohkubo et al. (2003), Henrici
and Müller (2004), Molnar and Wagner (2004), Rhee et
al. (2005), Dimitriou (2005), Karthikeyan and Nesterenko
(2005), Nguyen Duc et al. (2006), Chien and Chen (2007),
Ha et al. (2007b), Tsudik (2007), Song and Mitchell (2008),
Shaoying et al. (2009). Note that, these protocols are much
more restricted than what is needed for the applications rang-
ing from wireless networks (Xie et al. 2010; Sarkar and Saha
2011; Wang et al. 2010), to smart grids (Ling and Masao
2011).

Although details can vary dramatically from one protocol
to another, these RFID protocols can be classified depend-
ing on time complexity taken by the server for its overall
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computations in tag identification process. In Alomair and
Poovendran (2010), such a classification is presented and
the protocols are categorized into three groups based on the
computational complexity performed by the server: Con-
stant-time, logarithmic-time and linear-time protocols. As
can be inferred from their names, for these RFID protocols
the server accomplishes tag identification with complexity
O(1), O(log N ) and O(N ) respectively, where N denotes
the number of tags in the database.

In addition to these classes, some recent security proto-
cols, which we call unbalanced authentication protocols, like
in Ha et al. (2007a,b), Burmester et al. (2008), Chang and
Wu (2009),Song and Mitchell (2010), have been proposed to
reduce the computational load on the back-end database by
defining different states for which the server accomplishes
tag identification in different order of computational effort.
In other words, these protocols allow tags tags to be in dif-
ferent states such that the server authenticates the tag in con-
stant/sub-linear time in a more frequent normal state and
needs a linear search in a rare abnormal states. Since the
server identifies tags in O(1) for most of the time, such proto-
cols achieve computation efficiency at the server side. Never-
theless, an adversary can utilize this computation difference
with respect to different states in breaking privacy of the sys-
tem if he has access to side channel information that leaks the
computational complexity of the back-end database. In this
paper, we point out this security risk and show that such proto-
cols fail to fulfill their privacy claims due to this security flaw.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next
section, we introduce the notation and definitions that will be
used in this study. In “Classification of RFID protocols based
on server computational effort”, we shortly examine the char-
acteristics of RFID classes that are formed depending on the
required computational complexity taken by the server. In
“Related work”, we briefly discuss related work. “Descrip-
tion of attack” describes our attack model in detail and proves
that for an RFID system, having unbalanced states, an adver-
sary can trace the tags. We investigate untraceability of some
RFID protocols in “Analysis of some RFID protocols” and
draw our conclusions in “Conclusions”.

Definitions & notation

Unless otherwise is stated, the notation depicted in Table 1
is used throughout the paper:

Privacy definitions

Privacy, both in terms of tag anonymity and tag untrace-
ability (an adversary should not able to recognize a tag
he previously observed or interacted with), is a signifi-
cant concern that needs to be addressed if RFIDs are to

Table 1 Notations

T RFID tag

R RFID reader

DB The back-end database

A Adversary

I D Identity of a tag

H I D Hashed value of I D

P I D Previous identity of a tag

rR Random nonce generated by reader R
rT Random nonce generated by tag T
H() One-way hash function

e(), f (), g() Keyed one-way hash functions

SecReq Secret update request message

|| Concatenation operator

N Number of tags in the database

be as widely deployed as conceived by proponents (Ouafi
and Phan 2008). Untraceability issue has been treated
formally in different security models, notably driven by
Avoine (2005), by Vaudenay (2007) and by Juels and Weis
(2007). In this part, instead of giving whole detailed defi-
nitions we briefly describe here the basic ideas of Vaude-
nay’s privacy model (Vaudenay 2007) and its an extended
version the Avoine’s privacy model (Avoine et al. 2010)
which will be sufficient to describe our security analy-
sis. The Juels–Weis privacy model is based on indistin-
guishability of the tags and indeed this makes it more
practical. Nevertheless, Vaudenay’s model is more flexible
by allowing adversaries with variant degrees of capabili-
ties. Thus, our privacy analysis delicately combines def-
initions of these two models and defines untraceability
in terms of a privacy experiment by which an adversary
could distinguish two different tags by using all accessible
oracles. According to Vaudenay’s model, an adversary A
takes a public key K P as input and can run the following
oracles:

– OCreateTag(I D, b): This oracle creates a free tag, either
legitimate (b = 1) or not (b = 0), with unique identifier
ID. By convention, b is implicitly 1 when omitted.

– ODrawTag(distr) → (t1, b1, . . . , tk, bk): This oracle
moves from the set of free tags to the set of drawn tags
a tuple of k tags at random following the probability dis-
tribution distr . For each chosen tag, the oracle gives it
a new pseudonym denoted ti and changes its status from
free to drawn. Finally, the oracle returns all the generated
pseudonyms (t1, b1, . . . , tk, bk) in any order.

– OFree(t): This oracle moves the tag with pseudonym t
from the status drawn to the status free. It makes this tag
unreachable for A.

– OLaunch → π : This oracle makes the reader launch a
new protocol instance π which is returned as the output.
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– OSendReader(m, π) → r : This oracle sends a message m
to the reader R for a protocol instance π . It outputs the
response r from the reader.

– OSendTag(m, t) → r : This oracle sends a message m to
the tag T with pseudonym t . It outputs the response r
from T .

– OExecute(t) → (π, transcript): This oracle executes
a complete protocol between R and T with pseudonym
t . It returns the transcript of the protocol, i.e. the list of
successive protocol messages.

– OReturn(π) → x : When π is completed this oracle out-
puts x = 1 if the output of the reader is �=⊥, and x = 0
otherwise.

– OCorrupt(t) → tkt : This oracle returns the tag-depen-
dent key tkt of tag t . If t is no longer used after this
oracle call, we say that t is destroyed.

In addition to these oracles, we describe two new oracles1

OComplexity(π, α) → δ: This oracle returns computa-
tional complexity performed by back-end database for its
overall computations during the protocol instance π as δ

in units of α, e.g. α may be relevant to time, power con-
sumption, electromagnetic leaks, sound emission etc.
OSetState(S, t): This oracle sets state of the tag with pseu-
donym t to S.

Classification of RFID protocols based on server
computational effort

In this section, we briefly describe different classes of RFID
protocols—constant-time, logarithmic-time and linear-time
protocols—in order to facilitate expression of Unbalanced
Authentication Protocol.

Linear-time protocols

In a protocol of this class, the authentication of a tag imposes
a linear search at the server side. As the number of the tags in
the system increases, the server suffers from the heavy over-
loads in tag identification process and this results in the major
disadvantage of this class—the efficiency and the scalabil-
ity issue. The protocols presented in Ohkubo et al. (2003),
Rhee et al. (2005), Nguyen Duc et al. (2006), Chien and
Chen (2007), Song and Mitchell (2008), Weis et al. (2003)
are some examples of this class.

1 In Avoine’s privacy model OTimer(π) oracle is defined. It outputs
the time δ taken by the reader for its overall computations in proto-
col instance π . We extend functionality of this oracle for our needs as
OComplexity(π, α) which may give side channel information in dispa-
rate domains depending on α such as power consumption, sound, time
etc.

Logarithmic-time protocols

In order to solve the scalability problem of linear-time pro-
tocols, Molnar and Wagner proposed to use a tree-based key
space such that the tags hold a set of keys arranged in a
tree (Molnar and Wagner 2004). A single particular path
in the tree is assigned for each tag, while the server knows
all the secrets. To identify a tag the reader performs a chal-
lenge-response protocol through the tree from its root to the
leaves looking for a match to the tag’s response. This scheme
requires logarithmic time complexity, so the work for the
server to identify a tag has complexity of O(log N ). Never-
theless, in Avoine and Oechslin (2005) it is shown that the
protocol could degrade the privacy if one or more tags are
compromised.

Furthermore, inspired by the well-known “meet-in-the-
middle” strategy used in the past to attack certain symmetric
ciphers, Cheon et al. proposed a simple and efficient RFID
tag identification and authentication technique that reduces
server computation to O(

√
N log N ) in Cheon et al. (2009).

However, just like Molnar and Wagner’s protocol, if one or
more tags are compromised, the privacy of system is affected.
For example, if secrets of t tags are compromised, then an
adversary can identify t2 − t uncompromised tags in the sys-
tem (Alomair and Poovendran 2010).

Constant-time protocols

For a protocol of this class, the server achieves tag identifi-
cation in constant time. As discussed below, however, such
protocols have significant security or privacy shortcomings.

Henrici and Müller (2004) proposed a scheme in which the
server only needs to perform O(1) work in tag identification
process to reduce the computational load at the server side.
A tag sends two hashed values as its response to a query, and
updates its stored values, including its ID, after a success-
ful authentication. Since a tag always replies with the same
hashed ID before it is successfully authenticated, the scheme
is vulnerable a degree of tag tracking (Chien and Chen 2007).

In Dimitriou (2005) proposed an RFID authentication pro-
tocol which needs O(1) effort for a server to authenticate a
tag. Nevertheless, this protocol is also vulnerable to a tag
tracking attack, since the tag ID is not changed in case of an
unsuccessful authentication session (Dimitriou 2005).

In Burmester et al. (2008) proposed an RFID authentica-
tion protocol that achieves tag identification in constant time
by supporting constant keylookup, using a pseudo-random
function. However, the protocol suffers from the security flaw
such that after an unsuccessful authentication session, a tag
reuses the same pseudonym in the following session (Song
and Mitchell 2009).

In Song and Mitchell (2009) proposed a scalable RFID
pseudonym protocol based on the protocol of Song and
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Mitchell (2008), that takes O(1) work to authenticate a tag.
However, it is shown in Erguler and Anarim (2010) that the
protocol is vulnerable to tag tracking and denial of service
attacks.

Unbalanced authentication protocols

From the previous parts of this section we conclude that
a linear-time protocol can provide demanded security and
privacy conditions, but suffers from scalability in case of
large-scale RFID deployments. Unlike linear-time protocols,
constant-time and partially logarithmic-time protocols are
performance efficient schemes. However, they have serious
security and privacy flaws that contradict with their design
objectives. From these remarks, some designers drawn les-
sons and unintentionally introduced a new class of RFID
protocols according to which the back-end server accom-
plishes the tag identification in constant or sub-linear time
for a more frequent normal state and needs a linear search
in a rare abnormal states. To the best of our knowledge, this
type of protocols have not been formally categorized as an
RFID class in previous work, so we call such protocols as
unbalanced authentication protocols (UAP).

Related work

Use of side channel information—e.g. computational time—
in security analysis of RFID authentication protocols has
been recognized in a number of reported studies and par-
ticularly in the following ones. In Juels and Weis (2007)
introduced the idea that adversary may access to the protocol
output which shows whether a reader succeeded to identify
a legitimate tag or not. For instance, opening a door with
a proximity card or acceptance of a payment card can give
this information. Of course such an information give a hint
to an adversary to distinguish two different tags, i.e. break
the privacy of the protocol. Moreover, they mentioned that
computation time of the reader can shed critical light on pro-
tocol design and showed O–TRAP protocol, described in
Burmester et al. (2006), cannot provide strong privacy if this
side channel information is used. The idea that the adversary
knows whether a reader succeeded to identify a legitimate tag
or not is also formalized in Vaudenay’s privacy model (Vau-
denay 2007). In Burmester et al. (2006), timing attacks have
been briefly considered by Burmester et al. and the following
has been claimed: “In particular the time taken for each pass
must be constant. This can be done by inserting an artificial
delay on the trusted server…”. Recent studies presented by
Erguler and Anarim (2010), Erguler et al. (2009) have ben-
efited from variance in computational time of reader/server
with respect to different tag states to distinguish the tags.
By which, they have shown that two protocols described in

Song and Mitchell (2009) and Ha et al. (2007a) are vulnera-
ble to timing attack. Also, in Avoine et al. (2010) a privacy
model extending the Vaudenay’s one has formalized compu-
tational time of the reader. A new privacy level TIMEFUL
which is determined by leaked information from the com-
putational time of the reader is added to privacy levels of
model in Vaudenay (2007). Recently, Erguler et al. (2011)
analyzes database search mechanism of linear-time proto-
cols and shows that such protocols are vulnerable to timing
attacks that could easily jeopardize the systems untraceabil-
ity criteria, if the database querying is performed through a
static process.

In this study, we firstly introduce Unbalanced Authentica-
tion Protocols UAPs that have not been formally categorized
as an RFID class in previous work and then within a formal
model we prove that such protocols suffer from a side-chan-
nel attack which breaks privacy of the schemes. As a con-
sequence, we stress that use of unbalanced states must be
avoided in designing RFID authentication protocols.

Description of attack

Before we elaborate on our attacking strategies, we will first
state our assumption that an adversary may access to all pre-
viously mentioned oracles.

Definition 1 Suppose that for an RFID protocol a tag T
is allowed to be in one of the states of finite set ST =
{S0, S1, . . . , Sk}, where k ≥ 1, through interaction with
the RFID readers. Then this protocol is called Unbalanced
Authentication Protocol (UAP) and the states are named as
unbalanced states, if there exists any two states Si , S j ∈ ST
for which the server performs identification of the tag in dif-
ferent order of computational complexities.

Definition 2 Let Si , S j ∈ ST be two unbalanced states of
an UAP. An adversary A having the ability to set a tag’s state
from Si to S j or vice versa is denoted by AStat and called a
stateful–adversary.

As can be inferred from the above definition, a stateful–
adversary AStat has access to the oracle OSetState(S, t).

Theorem 1 Any RFID authentication protocol involving
unbalanced states are traceable to a stateful–adversary.

Proof To prove the statement we describe the following pri-
vacy experiment Exppriv

U AP :

1. AStat creates two legitimate tags using twice OCreateTag

(I D) and calls ODrawTag( 1
2 , 2). So, he obtains two

pseudonyms t0 and t1.
2. AStat puts the tag t0 into state Si and t1 into state S j by

calling OSetState(Si , t0) and OSetState(S j , t1) respec-
tively.
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3. AStat gets (π0, transcript0) and (π1, transcript1) by
calling OExecute(t0) and OExecute(t1) respectively.

4. AStat requests the computational complexities of
each authentication by using OComplexity(π0, α) and
OComplexity(π1, α) to obtain δ0 and δ1.

5. Again AStat puts the tag t0 into state Si and t1 into state S j

with requesting OSetState(Si , t0) and OSetState(S j , t1).
6. AStat frees both of the tags by calling OFree(t0)

and OFree(t1) and reaffects only one of them with
ODrawTag

( 1
2 , 1

)
. The adversary gets a new pseudonym

t∗b .
7. AStat runs an instance protocol by calling OExecute(t∗b )

→ (π∗, transcript∗) and gets δ∗ with requesting
OComplexity(π∗, α).

8. If δ∗ = δ0 A guesses b = 0 and decides t∗b = t0, other-
wise guesses t∗b = t1.

Clearly, the success probability of the adversary in guess-
ing b is 1, because δ0 and δ1 are outputs of different order of
computational complexities and they are comparably differ-
ent. Thus, a stateful–adversary can distinguish between two
different tags, i.e. breaks privacy of the system.

This theorem shows an impossibility for obtaining any
form of untraceability for an RFID system as long as it pos-
ses unbalanced states that can settled by an adversary. Notice
that as can be inferred from the above privacy experiment, a
stateful-adversary can distinguish two different tags without
requesting the oracle OCorrupt(t).

Analysis of some RFID protocols

In this section, we apply our privacy experiment described
in “Description of attack” to reveal traceability in some pro-
posed RFID schemes that have unbalanced states in their
protocol descriptions. Then, we point out that all of these
protocols suffer from the presented side-channel attack and
they fail to fulfill their untraceability claims. In description
of the protocols, we omit whole details of the protocol pro-
cesses and shortly give the protocol flow (interested readers
may refer to corresponding study).

The scalable Song–Mitchell protocol and analysis

In Song and Mitchell (2010) have proposed a scalable RFID
authentication protocol which we call SSM due to name of
the authors. Initially, a secret l-bit string, s j , and its hash
value (computed by the server), k j = h(s j ), is attached
to the tag entries T j ∈ DB, where h() is a one-way hash
function. Moreover, for every tag T j ,DB stores a hash-chain
{x0, x1, . . . , xm} where m is a positive integer, xt = ek(xt−1)

for 1 ≤ t ≤ m and x0 is a random l-bit string. In case of a
need to resynchronize the tag, DB further stores {ŝ j , k̂ j } as

the most recent secrets assigned to T j . On the other hand,
each T j stores k, x and a counter c, where x is initially set
to x0 and c is set to m. It is claimed that the system provides
untraceability, authentication, and robustness against replay
and spoofing attacks. The operation of the protocol can be
divided into three cases:

(C1) For each of the first m − 1 queries of a tag, where m is
a positive integer determined by the server, the protocol
process requires just two message flows and only involves
tag authentication. To authenticate a tag, the reader/server
searches a look-up table, thereby taking only O(1) work
to identify and authenticate a tag, without needing a lin-
ear search. Indeed, thanks to this feature the server can
authenticate a registered tag in constant time and hence
the scheme provides desirable scalability properties.

(C2) On the mth query of a tag, as in Case 1 the tag is authenti-
cated in constant time by the server. However, the server
realizes that all identifiers in the look-up table for the
corresponding tag were used in the previous queries. In
order to maintain Case 1 operation, the server needs to
update the secrets of the tag and generate new identifiers.
Also following the update process, the server sends an
additional message to initiate a secret update process at
the tag side. At the end of these steps, for the first m′ − 1
queries of the tag, the protocol again operates as in Case
1, where m′ is new value of m.

(C3) If a tag is queried more than m times, which should not
normally happen, then tag produces two messages with
demanding a secret update. In this case, the authentica-
tion of the tag imposes a linear search with complexity
O(N ), where N is number of tags in the back-end data-
base. After this as in Case 2 the server updates the secrets
of the tag and replies to the tag with an additional message
to invoke a secret update procedure at the tag side. ��

In secret update process, the server picks a random l-bit
string s′ and an integer m′, and computes a key k′ = h(s′) and
a sequence of m′ identifiers x ′

i = ek′
(
x ′

i−1

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m′,

where x ′
0 is set to xm . Figure 1 summarizes protocol flow of

SSM.

Proposition 1 SSM protocol is vulnerable to the proposed
attack and cannot provide untraceability.

Proof The statement is confirmed, if we show that the SSM
protocol is an UAP and a stateful–adversary AStat exists for
this system. As given in the protocol description the server
authenticates a registered tag in O(1) if c �= 0; we call this
state as S0. On the other hand, the server performs a linear
search costing O(N ) in case of c = 0 and this state is rep-
resented as S1. Note that two unbalanced states as S0 and S1

exist for SSM i.e. it is an UAP. Furthermore, an adversary
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Fig. 1 The Song and Mitchell’s scalable RFID authentication protocol

can put any tag into state S0 or S1 by running the following
procedures respectively:

Procedure 1 Setstate S0

1: For a selected tag with pseudonym ti ,A transmits some
random nonce r to Ti by calling O SendT ag(r, ti ).

2: A repeats the previous step until Ti response contains
SecReq, indicating a secret update request.

3: A calls the oracle OExecute(ti ).

By using the above procedure, the tag updates its secrets
and sets c = m′, where m �= 0. Hence, it is guaranteed that
the tag is in state S0.

Procedure 2 Setstate S1

1: For a selected tag with pseudonym ti ,A transmits some
random nonce r to Ti by calling O SendT ag(r, ti ).

2: A repeats the previous step until Ti response contains
SecReq, demanding a secret update.

After execution of Setstate S1 procedure the tag will be
in state S1, because c = 0. Thus, in the next protocol run

it requests a secret update which imposes a linear search at
the server side. Notice that the adversary is able to put any
selected tag into one of the unbalanced states. Therefore, the
adversary is a stateful–adversary and can request the oracle
OSetState(S, t). From Theorem 1, it is apparent that SSM
protocol is vulnerable to the proposed attack and cannot pro-
vide untraceability.

The Ha’s protocol and analysis

Ha et al. (2007b) proposed a mutual authentication protocol
based on a hash function. The protocol allows a tag to be in
one of two states: In a synchronized state, the server authen-
ticates the tag in constant time by using a look-up table, so
requires only O(1) work. However; in the case of a desyn-
chronized state, the server needs to perform a linear search,
i.e. O(N ).

Initially, the back-end database DB stores the I D, hashed
values H I D, and P I D for each tag, while the tag keeps I D
and state status flag SY NC . The protocol is depicted in Fig.
2 and a step by step description is also given below:
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Fig. 2 The Ha’s protocol

– R challenges T with a random nonce rR .
– T chooses a random nonce rT and computes P differently

according to the state of SY NC . If SY NC = 0, then com-
putes P = H(I D), otherwise P = H(I D||rT ||rR), and
then sets SY NC = 1. T responds with {P, rT }.

– R delivers the messages from T to DB with rR .
– DB firstly searches P with the H I D values saved in the

database. If the values match, DB regards the I D as the
identity of T . This is a general case when the previous
session is closed normally. If DB cannot find any match in
the first searching case, then it goes through a linear search
for a match P = H(I D||rT ||rR). If DB finds a match in
any of the two searching cases, then it sets I D = P I D,
otherwise it then computes H(P I D||rT ||rR) and com-
pares it with P . If DB finds a match in any of the three
searching cases, then it calculates Q = H(P I D||rT )

and transmits it to the tag through R. Next, it computes
I D = H(P I D||rR) and updates H I D = H(I D).

– To verify the correctness of Q received from the DB, T
checks Q = H(I D||rT ). If yes, it updates its I D as
I D = H(I D||rR) and sets SY NC = 0. ��

Proposition 2 The Ha’s protocol suffers the proposed attack
and cannot achieve untraceability.

Proof To prove the statement we have to show that the Ha’s
protocol is an UAP and a stateful–adversary AStat exists for
this system. According to the protocol description the server
authenticates a registered tag in O(1) if SY NC = 0; we call

this state as S0. On the other hand, the server performs a lin-
ear search requiring O(N ) in case of SY NC = 1 and this
state is denoted as S1. Notice that the state of the tag is deter-
mined by the value of SY NC variable and two unbalanced
states as S0 and S1 exist. Thus, the protocol is an UAP. Also,
an adversary has ability to set SY NC value. In other words,
he can put any tag to state S0 or S1 as follows: By using the
oracle OExecute(ti ) for a selected tag with pseudonym ti ,A
puts the tag state into S0, because at the end of a successful
authentication the tag sets SY NC = 0. On the other hand
if the adversary transmits some random nonce rR to for a
selected tag with pseudonym ti and breaks the protocol, the
tag will be in state S1. The reason is obvious the protocol is
not completed and SY NC = 1 value is kept by the tag. ��

By considering these facts one can conclude that the adver-
sary is able to put any selected tag into one of the unbalanced
states. Hence, the adversary is a stateful–adversary and can
call the oracle OSetState(S, t). From Theorem 1, it is appar-
ent that the Ha’s protocol cannot provide untraceability.

The CW protocol and analysis

The protocol proposed by Chang and Wu (2009) relies on
a hybrid scheme from the randomized hash lock scheme
of Weis et al. (2003) and Dimitriou’s mutual authentica-
tion scheme (Dimitriou 2005). Initially, a random secret,
Ai,t shared both in a particular tag and the server is gen-
erated, where Ai,t denotes the secret of Ti at instance t . Let
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α1, . . . , αm be the enumerate of all possible random strings
α of length log m. To be efficient to find the ID of a tag, the
indexes H(αk ||Ai,t ) is stored ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

According to the protocol description, R is considered as
a single entity consists of the back-end server and the reader.
The authentication process of the CW protocol goes as fol-
lows:

– R sends a long random string rR to a tag Ti .
– If the counter Ci is less than some threshold value δ, Ti

generates a short random string α and a long random
string rT . Then it computes two hash values M1 =
H(α||Ai,t ) and M2 = H(Ai,t ||rT ||rR). Next, the tag
transmits 〈M1, M2, rT , α〉 to the reader.

– The R uses M1 to quickly search for the index in the
database and find out ID of the tag in constant time. If a
match is found in the list, then the reader checks M2 =
H(Ai,t ||rT ||rR). If the equation is verified, R replies to
Ti with M3 = H(Ai,t ||rT ) and updates Ai,t to Ai,t+1.

– Upon reception of M3, the tag checks whether it is a true
value by computing H(Ai,t ||rT ). If yes, then it allows the
reader to use its all functionality, sets Ci = 0 and updates
Ai,t to Ai,t+1. If not, however, the tag rejects and records
this illegitimate query by incrementing the counter Ci .

– On the other hand, in case of Ci > δ, the tag starts to
run the fully randomized hash lock protocol (Weis et al.
2003) with readers. This mode of moderation requires a
linear search with O(N ) work.

Proposition 3 The CW protocol is vulnerable the proposed
attack and cannot ensure untraceability.

Proof If we show that the CW protocol is an UAP and a state-
ful–adversary AStat exists for this scheme, then we prove the
statement. The protocol is run depending on two different
modes: If Ci ≤ δ at the tag side, the server authenticates
tag in sub-linear time via searching the value in an indexed
list. However, if Ci > δ, then the tag executes a different
protocol process which results in a linear search at the server
side in tag authentication process. Note that the state of the
tag is depends on the counter value Ci , so two unbalanced
states as S0 and S1 exist for the cases whether Ci is less than
or greater than δ respectively. Thus, the protocol is an UAP.
Also, an adversary has ability to put a tag into one of two
states: By requesting the oracle OExecute(ti ) for a selected
tag with pseudonym ti ,A puts the tag state into S0, because
at the end of a successful authentication the tag sets Ci = 0.
On the side if the adversary queries a tag more than δ times,
the tag will be in state S1 due to Ci exceeding δ. Therefore,
the adversary is a stateful–adversary and can request the ora-
cle OSetState(S, t). Considering Theorem 1, we can say that
the CW protocol cannot provide untraceability. ��

Conclusions

In this study, we proved that any RFID authentication pro-
tocol involving unbalanced states are traceable to a state-
ful-adversary. We apply our result to examine the privacy
of some existing protocols and showed that they fail to ful-
fill untraceability property. We believe that this highlighted
privacy issue facilitates development of stronger schemes
and will be taken into account as a design criteria for RFID
authentication protocols.
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